
Here it is!
The order in which I decorate my Tree..

Contact info for Canterbury Gardens 
info@shop-canterbury.com 760-746-1400

SELECT A COLOR SCHEME AND THEME
I have a collection of basic balls and ornaments in clear, white, silver and gold. To 
that I add an accent color… red, cobalt blue, pink, purple, multiple colors, black, 
grey, hot pink, orange, even lime green.
Decide on your foliage color 
I like to select my foliage… green or flocked.
I repeat the foliage in every vignette. 
All flocked, all green or an ombre effect as in Christmas 2016 videos.

Shop for items that fit your scheme like:
Balls and ornaments
Sprays and picks
Garlands
Ribbons… be sure to buy enough of at least one style of wired ribbon to carry 
throughout your entire decorations. 
Icicles 
Snowflakes
Critters 

Allow enough time to decorate your tree…
My Christmas Tree … takes me about 2 days with continous fussing for about a 
week.
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10 steps to the perfect Christmas Tree! 

DETAILED LIST:

NOTE* before you begin…If you plan to hang anything from the ceiling above your tree… do 
that first. Otherwise, you wont be able to reach it after your tree is finished!

Set your tree up in the desired location on top of a 30” X 30” piece of cardboard. Use painter’s 
tape to outline the height and width of the location of the tree on your walls and ceiling for 
reference. 

Now take the cardboard base you placed under your tree and slide the tree over to make the 
ceiling above the tree accessible. 

To create a ceiling treatment over your tree, you can add anything you want to create an amaz-
ing magical effect to your Christmas tree. Things I have used above my tree include icicles, 
snowflakes, fairies, pinecones, balls and ornaments, LED lights that trickle down, angels and 
even branches with berries and birds. 

The trick is to use embroidery thread that matches the color of your walls or ceiling. … Not 
clear nylon thread or fishing line as it reflects light and will be noticeable. Simply tie the item 
to a t-pin, hatpin, tiny nail head or even a rounded staple (called an electrical staple) attached 
to your ceiling. 

Follow the outline of the tree you taped on the walls.
Once the ceiling treatment is completed, … using the cardboard base you placed your tree on, 
slide the tree back into position and YAY… The ceiling treatment is in the right location and 
doesn’t conflict with the tree itself. Make sure it’s perfect from all vantage points. 
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#1. SET UP THE TREE AND FLUFF THE BRANCHES
Choose Your Tree… Flocked or Green?
Choose all your artificial garlands wreaths and greenery in the same finish… Flocked, Natural Green or 
Ombre. 
SIZE MATTERS: In selecting your tree height… I prefer to have a tree that’s shorter than my ceiling 
height, leaving room for a beautiful tree topper.
All Christmas trees have a single strand on the top. This piece is usually at least 6 inches. Just simply fold 
it in half and Voila! You have turned your 9 foot Christmas tree into a 8.5 foot tree.

#2. LIGHT YOUR TREE… IF PRE-LIT… RUN SPECIALTY LIGHTS DOWN THE CENTER
Make sure that you test your lights. Join the strings together and plug them in. Replace any dead bulbs 
and make sure there is no damage to any of the cords.
Use a multi outlet extension cord to the center of your tree for additional lights if needed. 
Don’t skimp on your lights! Don’t be afraid to mix and match lights. There is no rule that says you only 
have to use one kind, so be creative! NOTE* If you plan to mix LED with standard mini lights, be sure to 
use a separate extension cord to the LED lights so you don’t confuse the electrical output. If you are using 
any themed lights just be sure to put them on after the basic lights and space them evenly throughout the 
tree. Add twinkle or colored lights to the center of your tree. Add an extra string of 50 lights to the top to 
dazzle your tree topper.
If your tree is not pre lit… make sure to light each branch evenly. Arrange lights ‘inside’ your tree… yep, 
each and every branch… all the way from the trunk to the tips!

#3. CREATE A FABULOUS TOPPER FOR YOUR TREE
The Tree Topper
This is one of the most important pieces. This is something that symbolizes the spirit of Christmas. Place 
that magical piece right on the top of your dazzling beauty. Find the perfect tree topper for your tree or 
create a custom topper using sprigs, ribbons, figurines etc. Use the extra string of 50 lights to really make 
your topper dazzle. 
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#4. RIBBONS AND GARLANDS 
Add Ribbons:
I put wire edged ribbon in this category. This is where I create the first impression architecture of my tree. 
Ribbons add color, soft texture and with wire edging, they add definition to a tree. Ribbon… well placed, can be 
a game-changer… good or bad! Be sure to stand back and look at your tree from all angles to make sure you can 
live with your placement for the next 30 -60 days! 
Add Garlands:
Garland can be made of materials such as grapevine pulled apart, swags of artificial greens or berries, feathers, 
gold and or silver tinsel garland, fur, popcorn, dried cherries, felt garland, sprigs of holly, pinecones, crystal or 
beads… you decide ☺
How Much Garland should you use? 
A rule of thumb is at least 9 feet of garland per foot of tree, so an 8-foot Christmas tree will need 72 feet of 
garland. Most garland comes in 9’ lengths so one garland per foot. I recommend you buy more to be on the safe 
side, if you are left with any extra you can always use elsewhere in your home and on gift packages during the 
holidays.

Garland or Ribbon placement:
Option 1. Start at the top and work your way down and around in a spiral pattern going around and around the 
tree until you get to the bottom. Gently swept garland looks more graceful than straight or diagonal lines across 
the tree. Deeply swept garland is beautiful, but can only be used on large trees with open space between branch-
es.
Option 2. Start at the top and weave your way down the tree in a ribbon effect. You can also place your garland 
vertically. Just attach it to the top of your tree (behind the tree topper) then loop it down vertically. Be sure to 
add some twists and turns, wiring to branches if necessary, in order to add interest and graceful curves. This 
technique is especially suited to ribbon.
NOTE* Stand back and make sure you are happy with the effect before going on. 

Get creative with beaded garland - Beaded garlands can sometimes be cut up into lengths and used as tinsel to 
drape over branches. Be sure that if you cut the garland all the beads wont fall off of the string. Strings knotted 
between each bead or styles where beads are glued in place will work for this technique. Cut garland pieces 
about 16 inches long, fold in half and set on a branch. Vary the lengths to get a more interesting look. This works 
best with garland that is very flexible and will fold easily over branches. 
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#5. DECORATE ANCHOR POINTS TO YOUR RIBBONS AND GARLANDS
Sprays and Picks:
Unlike a garland that is in a long strand, picks and sprays are individual pieces made up of numerous 
artificial flowers, branches, feathers, berries, pinecones, crystals, fruits, even small clumps of Christmas 
balls and whimsical groupings of theme related items… all grouped on one stick, making placement 
really easy. Your connection points are a perfect location to create something beautiful and will also
 camouflage the points where your ribbon or garland is tied to your tree.
Note* for those less confident of their floral arranging skills… Sprays and picks are great and quick fix 
to luxurious looking decorations ☺

#6. ADD SPINNERS TO ANIMATE YOUR TREE
Make your tree come alive!
Many of you know my trees for the animation I add by using what I call… SPINNERS! 
These small-motorized devices attach to a standard string of mini lights creating the most dazzling 
effect of all. 
Identify focal points within each vignette and place a spinner gadget in a prominent location with 
plenty of room for your ornament to spin without hitting anything else. Save to add at the end of your 
tree 
decorating. NOTE* I buy my spinners from Canterbury Gardens

#7. ADD YOUR ORNAMENTS AND BALLS, GO DEEP INTO THE TREE, ALL THE WAY TO 
THE TRUNK!
I have found 2 approaches that work best for me… 

Option1. Place balls by color to get an even distribution of color. Place the largest balls on the lower 
portion of the tree, decreasing in size as you reach the top of the tree. Start from center of the tree… 
the trunk! Work your way out to the tips with smaller balls, ornaments and ice cycles. This creates a 
well-balanced tree. 
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Option 2. Divide your tree into sections like… 30” tall by 30” wide to create vignettes. 
Put your back into it! Create an awesome visual display that takes your breath away when 
just staring into the tree. Once you get it exactly the way you love it, repeat over and over 
again till the tree is complete. 

Use left over ornaments and supplies to tie the spaces together.  In my case, rather than 
repeat the same exact vignette, I create similar vignettes yet different to showcase some-
thing meaningful to my family and me. A piece of the nativity scene, a bird and nest, a 
vintage rhinestone broach, a framed photo of my grandchildren or a special collectable 
item of significance. This is much more time consuming but hey, I love it when people 
get lost in my trees, discovering something new and special at every turn.  

Finally, you remember the spinner motors you placed earlier right? Now, put your most 
dazzling balls on the spinners and watch your tree come alive! 
* You may want to play around with your balls and ornaments to see what really caches 
the light!

#8. ICE THE TIPS OF YOUR TREE WITH ICICLES AND HANGING BEADS 
I find icicles the perfect finishing touch for my tree. It adds whimsy and addresses any 
branch tips left with a light touch. I must have several hundred icicles by now in my 
collection. It gives me the option to use what I want to the degree I want. Icicles are one 
thing I can’t pass up in the stores… Keep an eye out for them and buy them when you 
can!
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TREE
#9. ADD A STOMPER, SLAPPER OR TIMER TO YOUR TREE FOR EASY ON 
AND OFF ACTION 

I have found it valuable to run a multi-plug extension cord down the center of my 
tree to give me flexibility in adding more lights if I need to. 

Typically to my topper or to add additional light to the center of my tree. These 
multi outlet extension cords also balance the electricity load of the lights on the 
tree ensuring a safe connection. To that, I add a contraption I call a stomper or 
slapper to make it easy for turning the tree on or off all at once. Some people use 
timers as well. 
 
#10. ADD A TREE SKIRT OR FABRIC OF SOME SORT AT THE BASE OF 
YOUR TREE

Once your tree is completely decorated, wrap a tree skirt around the bottom ready 
and waiting for your beautifully wrapped presents. You want to be sure that the 
skirt is big enough to cover the tree stand beneath. Also note that the skirt should 
not be wider than the average width of the tree branches at the base. 

For years, I couldn’t afford to buy a proper tree skirt so I just wrapped fabric at the 
base and got a similar look. As far as color… The sky’s the limit. If you don’t want 
it to be noticeable, use a color that best matches your flooring beneath the tree. If 
you do want it to be a pop of color and add to the design you have chosen, select a 
coordinating color that goes with your trees color scheme. 
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